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		Infosight

you cannot manage what you
cannot
measure. It is equally
true,
however,
that you cannot
manage
well
what you cannot monitor. That
is where BPC Infosight comes in

Infosight provides effortless data
visualization for corporate decision
makers. It provides a clear visibility
to steer through the thick clouds of
data overload and lack of insight.
Infosight is a powerful tool
to properly measure organizational performance that requires timely, relevant, accurate, and actionable information.
Infosight was developed with the
industries best practices. It has
the flexibility to be customized to
fit the exact client’s requirements.
Infosight can retrieve its data from
different sources. Such sources
can be relational databases, web
services, manual data entry, and
static files. This provides the capability to be integrated with
the other off-the-shelf products
to retrieve the required data.
Infosight was successfully implemented for our clients to
provide
business
intelligence
tool for their HSE systems.

Infosight was built with flexibility
in mind. Measurement indicators
are mapped in the system to the key
performance indicators (KPIs). It
provides the capability to set limits
and targets that later can show and
indicators and alarms for the users.
KPIs can be aggregated into new
KPIs. This provides the flexibility to build complex equations to
do the required calculations on
the fly. Such scenarios are consolidating results for the purpose of reporting and greenhouse
gas
emission
calculations.

BPC Infosight
Features

Infosight was built with flexibility in mind. Measurement indicators are mapped in the system to
the key performance indicators (KPIs). It provides
the capability to set limits and targets that later
can show and indicators and alarms for the users.
KPIs can be aggregated into new KPIs. This provides the flexibility to build complex equations to
do the required calculations on the fly. Such scenarios are consolidating results for the purpose of reporting and greenhouse gas emission calculations.
Results can be presented in different formats:

GIS maps: The advent of GIS technologies provided the essence of geospatial analysis. Utilizing
the latest technologies offered by Google Maps,
Infosight provides the interface where geospatial
data can be created, placed on a digital map and
visualized, compared and analyzed. Maps become truly interactive through the capability for
users to drill down to data associated with any
given location and trends become easier to spot

Charts and tables: Infosight comes with more than
15 different types of charts and indicators where users
can select the type best represent the data. Setting limits and targets for KPIs will reflect in charts as colored zones and different indicator colors and shapes.

Data Review and Analysis: Users can review
and analyze input data to identify abnormal
events and trace causes. Infosight provides a
range of tools and feature to facilitate data processing and analyzing

Reports: reports in Infosight are customized
based on customer’s business requirements. Sophisticated reports can be built that run on the
fly and can be exported to different formats.

